Fill in the blanks below using the following words:

VIOLIN      END PIN      BASS      F-HOLES      LOWER
STRING      BOW      CONCERTMASTER      PIZZICATO

1. String instruments are played with a __________________ , made of a stick and horsehair.
2. Sound comes out of the __________________________ of a string instrument.
3. The __________________________ is the highest string instrument.
4. The __________________________ is the lowest string instrument.
5. String instruments can play more than one ___________________________ at a time.
6. Plucking a string is called ___________________________.
7. The longer the string, the ___________________________ the note.
8. The cello and bass are different from other string instruments because they have an ___________________________.
9. The ___________________________ is the violinist who connects the conductor to the musicians in the orchestra.

Answer Key:  1 - Bow  2 - F-holes  3 - Violin  4 - Bass
  5 - String  6 - Pizzicato  7 - Concertmaster
  8 - Bow
  9 - End pin
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